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Presentation Notes
The goal of a Response System is to facilitate the investigation of coral disease outbreaks that are unusual in nature by providing a framework of operation that promotes a logical, systematic collection of information and samples, sufficient to allow the formulation of a hypothesis to explain why the outbreak occurred (Wobeser 1994).
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The Response Network is composed of tiered groups working in coordination under the Incident Command System.  Key components are National & Regional Coordinators, an Expert Working Group, and Field Response Teams.
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The Initial Response to a possible outbreak involves two levels of organization- a National Coordinator who will oversee the entire response process, and Regional Coordinators who will receive reports from individuals in their area, and who will appoint an Incident Commander as needed.  The Expert Working Group will be called upon by the National Coordinator as decisions are made in the process. 



• Serves as point of contact & source of local knowledge 

• Receives and verifies reports, conducts interviews, 
and determines need for further response  

• Coordinates investigations as needed 

• Collaborates with National Coordinator to make 
advanced plans for the region & interacts with local 
authorities 

• Appoints Incident Commander 
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The regional coordinator is responsible for the overall communication and logistics for a given Outbreak involving an Incident Response.



 Permits 
 List of contacts 
 Information from labs where samples will 

be sent for analyses 
 Boat rental/charter information 
 Dive safety measures 

Items to have in place BEFORE an investigation 
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There are activities that must take place in preparation for the field investigation: applying for permits, developing list of contacts, lab locations for sample analyses, boat rental/charter information and dive safety measures.
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The field response is conducted in a hierarchal manner:  Level I, Level II and Level III.
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There is an interactive process that moves the investigation from Level I to Level II and if needed to Level III.  The process may end at any level depending upon the initial findings. Level I Response highlighted.



Recreational Diver 
www.krug.com  

Monitoring Team 

OR 
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As a manager of a sanctuary, what do you do? This might be a good place to add website info for CDHC…paperwork can be found there?   



1.  Level I Data, taken by Regional 
Coordinators, reflects notification of a 
possible Coral Disease Incident 
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So, a response sequence begins with the Level I information, which is submitted to a Regional Coordinator. An interview is conducted by the Regional Coordinator to determine the next step. RC may send out a local team to do a Level II Response, which involves collection of more detailed information by individuals who are familiar with coral disease. RC informs National Coordinator if it appears an outbreak is occurring, and the Incident Command is instituted for a full Investigation. The Level I Incident Report can be found….???
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So, a response sequence begins with the Level I information, which is submitted to a Regional Coordinator. An interview is conducted by the Regional Coordinator to determine the next step. RC may send out a local team to do a Level II Response, which involves collection of more detailed information by individuals who are familiar with coral disease. RC informs National Coordinator if it appears an outbreak is occurring, and the Incident Command is instituted for a full Investigation. The Level I Incident Report can be found….???



2.  Regional Coordinator interviews 
observer to verify data/ fill in gaps 
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So, a response sequence begins with the Level I information, which is submitted to a Regional Coordinator. An interview is conducted by the Regional Coordinator to determine the next step. RC may send out a local team to do a Level II Response, which involves collection of more detailed information by individuals who are familiar with coral disease. RC informs National Coordinator if it appears an outbreak is occurring, and the Incident Command is instituted for a full Investigation. 
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Summary of Reporting and Response Activities.  Level I Interview highlighted.



  Regional Coordinator  
 Interviews Observer 
 Verifies information on Level I data sheet 

1) Determines case is closed 
OR 

2) Conducts a Level II Consultation- 
 

 National Coordinator & other experts contacted 
 Final steps taken to secure permits 

 
Level II Response initiated 
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With the Level I information available, the Regional Coordinator will determine whether the case warrants further investigation or not.  The first step in this determination is contact with the observer, and an interview to determine the validity of the report and severity of situation. This decision making process may include the National Coordinator and Expert Working Group for guidance.  
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Decision 

Case Closed* 

1. Already reported 

2. Lack of credibility 

3. Non-disease observation 

4. Unable to contact 
observer 

Level II Recommendation 

1. New observation 

2. Insufficient information 

3. Species at risk (multiple) 

4. Magnitude 

5. Expansion of earlier 
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6. Photograph/video details 

Level II Consultation 

1. Strength of observation 

2. Magnitude supported by 
surveys, photos, 
prevalence data 

3. Boat/staff in area with 
specific knowledge 
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Decisions made at each level follow what is called the “Decision Tree”  (Participants in training should be given the opportunity to fill out Level I forms, and then play the role of Regional Coordinator to conduct the interview and follow this Tree in the decision making process. )  The first decisions are made during the interview, during which the Regional Coordinator may close the case- if this has already been reported but is not of concern, of there is lack of credibility on the report, if there is a known (non-disease) explanation for the observation, or if there is not sufficient information to continue the investigation.  A Level II recommendation may be made if the report constitutes a new observation, if more information is needed to decide, if the species affected is one at particular risk, if the magnitude appears to be large, or there is a change from earlier reports, or if there are pictures to validate the report.  The Level II consultation is used to determine the need for a Level II data collection trip, and will need to consider the need as well as ability to do so. 



Case Closed* 
 
1. Already reported 
2. Lack of  credibility 
3. Non-disease observation 
4. Unable to contact observer 
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Summary of Reporting and Response Activities. Level II Response highlighted.
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Decisions made at each level follow what a predecidec upon “Decision Tree”.  The first decisions are made during and following the interview with the original observer; based on the information gleaned from this first conversation, the Regional Coordinator may close the case at Level I.  The decision to close could be based on several scenarios: if this has already been reported but is not of concern; if there is lack of credibility of information in the report; if there is a known (non-disease) explanation for the observation; or if there is not sufficient information to continue the investigation.  A Level II recommendation may be made if the report constitutes a new observation, if more information is needed to decide, if the species affected is one at particular risk, if the magnitude appears to be large, or if there is a change from earlier reports and there are pictures to validate the report.  The Level II consultation is used to determine the need for a Level II data collection trip; factors that will dictate a Level II field response include the need to gather additional information as well as the capability to do so. 



Level II Recommendation 
 
1.  New observation 
2. Insufficient information 
3. Species at risk (multiple) 
4. Magnitude 
5. Expansion of  earlier observation 
6. Photograph/video details 
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A Level II recommendation may be made if the report constitutes a new observation, if more information is needed to decide on the severity of the outbreak, if the species affected is one at particular risk, if the magnitude appears to be large, or there is a change from earlier reports, and if there are pictures to validate the report.  To reiterate: factors that will dictate a Level II field response include the need to gather additional information as well as the capability to do so. 
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The Level II consultation is used to determine the need for a Level II data collection trip; experts are consulted, usually in a conference call, and asked to evaluate the information developed during the Level I and II interviews.  Information to be considered by the consulting experts are the strength of the observation, the magnitude of the outbreak, and specific knowledge of the area of concern.



Level II Consultation 
 
1.  Strength of observation 
2.  Magnitude supported by surveys, 

photos, prevalence data 
3.  Boat/staff in area with specific 

knowledge 
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A Level II consultation will involve making decisions based upon the strength of the initial observation, the magnitude of the observation supported by surveys, photos, and prevalence data, as well as the availability of staff/boat in the area with specific knowledge.



3. Regional Coordinator deploys 
reconnaissance  team for Level II 
investigation to obtain further 
information 
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A response sequence begins with the Level I information, which is submitted to a Regional Coordinator. An interview is conducted by the Regional Coordinator to determine the next step.  After consultation with the national coordinator the Regional Coordinator may send out a local team to do a Level II Response, which involves collection of more detailed information by individuals who are familiar with coral disease. The Regional Coordinator reports the findings to the National Coordinator, and if it appears that a major or significant outbreak is occurring, the Incident Command  System is instituted for a full Investigation. 



Level II Data – Coral Disease Incident Report 
 

Case ID#____________________________  
 

Level II Observer (or…Interviewer) 
Information: 
 
   Name     ____________________________ 
   Address ____________________________ 
                 ____________________________ 
                 ____________________________    
   Tele       ____________________________ 
   Email    ____________________________ 
   Affiliation __________________________ 
   Date of Observation (mm/dd/yy) 
                 ____________________________ 
 

Reef Descriptors: 
 
Reef Name _____________________________ 
Reef Type  _____________________________ 
Depth _________________________________ 
GPS coordinates 
       ___________________________________ 
Semi-quantitative extent of the affected areas  

_______________________________ 
Adjacent Reef Information  

_______________________________ 
 _______________________________ 

               Location relative to affected reef: 
_______________________________ 

 
Background Information: 
 
Case ID # _________________________ 
    (provided by Regional Coordinator) 
Level I Data Sheet attached  Yes ____ No ____ 
    (provided by Regional Coordinator) 
Date of Level I Observation 
    (mm/dd/yy)  _______________ 
 

Data Collected on Boat: 
 
GPS coordinates ________________________ 
Weather _______________________________ 
Water temperature _______________________ 
Sea state _______________________________ 

Characteristics of Affected Reefs: 
 
1. Are corallivores present (give species)? 

___________________;   if absent go to 2. 
2. Is there overgrowth (competition)? 
            yes ________;  if no go to 3. 
3. Suspect disease present?  
           no ___; if yes, answer following questions: 
 

a. Reef type (circle appropriate descriptors): 
inshore, offshore, bank, patch, barrier, 
emergent, submergent  

b. Provide any missing information in Level I 
Report __________________________ 

c. Dominant  or other coral species affected? 
Yes (identify) ______________; No___ 

d.  Other marine species affected? 
        Yes (identify) ______________; No___ 
e.  Are key indicator species present?  
        Yes (identify) ______________; No___ 

 

 
 
f. Reef relief – high ______; low ______ 
g. Rugosity  – high ______; low ______ 
h. Cover – percentage 

______________________. 
i. Species associations 

_____________________. 
j. Macroalgae?  present _______; absent 

_______. 
k. Distribution of affected corals  

_____________________________ 
l. Prevalence of affected corals 
       _____________________________ 
m. Recently dead colonies – if yes _____ is 

there algal cover? If yes ____then what is 
the estimate of days of algae growth (7-10 
days?); No ______. 
  

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Coral Species Affected: 
 
  Genus     _______________________ 
  Species   _______________________ 
 
  Common name ____________________ 
 
  Describe types (e.g., branching, boulder) 
      _______________________________ 
      _______________________________ 
          
Coral Species Not Affected: 
  Describe __________________________ 
___________________________________ 
___________________________________ 
 

Data Collected at Reef Site: 
 
Water clarity ___________________________ 
Map drawing of site _____________________ 
Quantitative transects/survey of reef area 
           ___________________________________ 
Signs of recent reef disturbance ______________ 
Photographs ______________________________ 
Videos __________________________________ 
Samples (circle appropriate selections) 

a. diseased coral tissue 
b. healthy coral tissue near to diseased tissue 
c. healthy coral tissue from another coral 
d. other species 
e. water 
f. nearby sediment/soil/sand  

Depth ______________________ 
 

Description of Affected Coral 
Tier 1: 
 
    Color change          Yes___ No___ Unk___ 
    Tissue loss              Yes___ No___ Unk___ 
    Skeletal damage     Yes___ No___ Unk___ 
    Growth anomaly    Yes___ No___ Unk___ 
    Describe ___________________________ 
          (any specific information you may have) 

Description of Diseased Tissue on Affected Coral 
Tier 2: 
 
    Shape  ______________________________ 
    Color  ______________________________ 
    Size     ______________________________ 
    Distribution __________________________ 
    Number _____________________________ 
    Polyps ______________________________ 
   

Additional Information - Provide Narrative Description of Diseased Coral ___________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Indicate whether you used Http://usgs.madison.gov/coral_disease_characterization  to develop a 
preliminary diagnosis of the disease:  Yes_____ No _____ 
 
 
Thank you for participating in the Level II response to a recent report of coral disease and collecting 
information/ samples in support of the CDHC Rapid Response to Coral Disease.  Your information 
will be used to further the study of coral disease.  For additional information please see the webpage:    
http://www.coral.noaa.gov/coral_disease/cdhc.shtml      
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The Level II Data Report is comprehensive, providing detailed information on who, what, where and when and the local environmental conditions. Note that the major categories of information include observer information, reef description, background information, local sea information, reef characteristics of the affected area, the species involved, disease lesion descriptions and Reef site data, including any photographs, drawings, videos, transect information, etc.



 Determine the severity of the incident 
 Prevalence- Current number of the population 

affected by the disease (old and new) 
    

 Incidence- Frequency with which the disease 
 increases from base line (new  occurrence) 
 Rate of Progression 
 Communicability 
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At the Level II stage, it is very important to establish the severity of the incident.  Attempts should be made to estimate prevalence of infection, rate of progression, and incidence where applicable. 



Expert Working Group / National Coordinator 
consider the evidence and recommend to  

1. Close the case based on a final diagnosis or plan of action 
 or  

  2. Proceed with a Level III Response 

www.oceanservice.noaa.gov  www.coralcay.org/images  
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The National Coordinator and an Expert Working Group will be asked to consider the Level II report.  If the Level II information indicates the need for a full outbreak investigation, an Incident Briefing is commenced and a plan of action will be initiated. 



Case Closed* 

1. Observations not supported during 
Level II response 

2. Within normal (known) background 

3. Non-diseased agent (ie.boat trauma, 
hurricane damage) 

4. Referral to another response team 
(bleaching, grounding, fish kills) 

5. Adequate information obtained in 
Level II 

Level III Consultation 

1. Strength of observation 

2. Magnitude: distribution (multiple reefs), 
frequency, multiple species, higher than 
expected proportion of colonies affected 
or mortality rates 

3. New/unusual condition 

4. Temporal irregularity 

5. Relative importance of species at risk 

6. Population/community impacts 

*Final Response to Closed Cases 

1. Referral 

2. Notify resource managers 

Level III Response 

1. Activate Investigative Response 
Team 

2. Notify resource managers 

Decision 

Level II Response 
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Once a Level II response has been conducted, a second decision point is reached in the ‘Decision Tree’, continue to investigate or close the case. 



Level II Response 
Case Closed* 

1. Observations not supported during Level II response 

2. Within normal (known) background 

3. Non-diseased agent (boat trauma, hurricane 
damage) 

4. Referral to another response team (bleaching, 
grounding, fish kills) 

5. Adequate information obtained in Level II 
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If the decision following a Level Two response is to close the case it will be made based upon the following:  the Level I observations were not supported during the Level II response; the observations are not unusual, they fall within the normal/known range; the data support a non-disease agent (boat trauma, hurricane damage, etc.); the observations support referral to another response team (bleaching, groundings, fish kills); adequate information was obtained from the Level II response to support management recommendations.



Level II Response 

*Final Response to Closed Cases 

1.Referral 

2.Notify resource managers 
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Once the decision is made to close the case following a Level II response, appropriate referrals are made and resource managers are notified of the findings.
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Summary of Reporting and Response Activities.  Level III Consultation highlighted.



Case Closed* 

1. Observations not supported during 
Level II response 

2. Within normal (known) background 

3. Non-diseased agent (ie.boat trauma, 
hurricane damage) 

4. Referral to another response team 
(bleaching, grounding, fish kills) 

5. Adequate information obtained in 
Level II 

Level III Consultation 

1. Strength of observation 

2. Magnitude: distribution (multiple reefs), 
frequency, multiple species, higher than 
expected proportion of colonies affected 
or mortality rates 

3. New/unusual condition 

4. Temporal irregularity 

5. Relative importance of species at risk 

6. Population/community impacts 

*Final Response to Closed Cases 

1. Referral 

2. Notify resource managers 

Level III Response 

1. Activate Investigative Response 
Team 

2. Notify resource managers 
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If the decision is to continue the investigation, a Level III Consultation will be initiated.  A Level III Consultation involves the National Coordinator and Expert Working Group;  their role is to determine the need for a Level III Response. Level III responses call for intensive sample & data collection and can be quite expensive, so the decision will be weighed based on the relative importance of the species affected,  the number of species affected, the magnitude of the outbreak, the uniqueness of the condition and the potential for irreversible population/community impacts.



Level III Consultation 
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2. Magnitude: distribution (multiple reefs), 
frequency, multiple species, higher than 
expected proportion of colonies affected or 
mortality rates 
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4. Temporal irregularity 

5. Relative importance of species at risk 
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A Level III Consultation involves the National Coordinator and Expert Working Group;  their role is to determine the need for a Level III Response. Level III responses call for intensive sample & data collection and can be quite expensive, so the decision will be weighed based on the relative importance of the species affected,  the number of species affected, the magnitude of the outbreak, the uniqueness of the condition and the potential for irreversible population/community impacts.
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The Decision Tree may involve additional data gathering on several levels or may involve process termination at any juncture.  The process is iterative and involves experts with a broad sweep of knowledge of coral ecology, biology, physiology, and pathology.  The process is staged to reduce unnecessary field effort and to enhance the appropriate and knowledgeable response to a significant outbreak, thereby maximizing a positive outcome.  Level III Response highlighted.



Level III Response 

1.Activate Investigative 
Response Team 

2.Notify resource managers 
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The Level III response involves initiating the Incident Command System and will usually involve appointing an Incident Commander and forming three field teams – Survey, Sample Collection, and Boat/Land Support Teams.  



4.  If evidence warrants a Level III 
Outbreak Investigation, Regional 
Coordinator informs National 
Coordinator.  

5.  Incident Briefing ends the initial 
response phase and launches the ICS 
process 
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The Incident Commander is responsible for coordinating communication between the National and Regional personnel as well as working with local resource managers.  



 Management tool used by Federal (State) 
emergency responders 

 Planned event, natural disaster, or 
terrorist attack 

 Used to investigate the causes/ prevention 
measures for an emergency 

 Application to an Outbreak Investigation 
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The Incident Command System (ICS) is a management tool used by Federal and State emergency responders to investigate the causes/prevention measures for an emergency.  This system has direct application to a Coral Disease Outbreak Investigation.



Command Positions to Assign 

Incident Commander Liaison- National 
Coordinator 

Information Officer-PAO 
Safety 

IC Responsibilities 

Operations 

Collection Team 
Survey Team 

Finance/Admin. Planning Logistics 

Support Team 
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The Incident Command System model is outlined on this slide.  Note that more than one specific position may be held by an individual depending upon the extent of the outbreak.



• Preferably a diver 
• Aware of history/ characteristics for 

outbreak region  
• Familiar with collection of coral and 

sensitivity of samples  
• Experienced in other response efforts 
• Has established local contacts with boat 

charters, dive companies, etc.  

Qualifications: 
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Once a Level III response is decided upon, an Incident Commander (IC) is appointed/assigned.  It is highly desirable that this person be a Dive-master (although they will remain topside during a dive to deal with any emergencies or complications).  They should be experienced in coral sample collection, and experienced in other response systems.  It is also highly desirable that the IC be aware of the history and characteristics of the outbreak region and that they have established local contacts.



 Contacts members & conducts site-specific training  
 Develops Site Safety Plan 
 Conducts briefings & debriefings daily  
 Ensures proper equipment is available to teams 

(Logistics Chief) 
 Develops Dive Plan & Incident Action Plan (Planning 

Chief) 
 Manages the Incident Action Plan 
 Synthesizes information collected and reports back 
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The Incident Commander is responsible for every aspect of the operational response.  They contact response team members and conduct training if necessary.  They develop the Site Safety Plan, conduct all briefings, ensure equipment is available, develop the Incident Action Plan and Dive Plan, and make sure all plans are executed.  Some of these responsibilities may be assigned to Planning and Logistics Chiefs, but the ultimate responsibility remains with the IC. 



Once incident is identified, Incident 
Commander continues examining 
potential causes: 
Weather over last few months 
Unusual incidents e.g., oil spills 
New manufacturing or utility 
 Possible overflow of water systems, etc.  
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Once an incident is identified, the Incident Commander will start collecting a “case history”:  including environmental factors such as weather for past several months;  a change in local activities such as unusual incidents in the area or any new facilities in the vicinity of the reef; potential changes to water flow into the area, etc.; related disease outbreaks in other species such as fish and invertebrates.
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